We consider a system of linear inequalities and its associated polyhedron for which we can maximize any linear objective function by finding tight inequalities at an optimal solution in a greedy way. We call such a system of inequalities a dual greedy system and its associated polyhedron a dual greedy polyhedron. Such dual greedy systems have been considered by Faigle and Kern, and Krüger for antichains of partially ordered sets, and by Kashiwabara and Okamoto for extreme points of abstract convex geometries. Faigle and Kern also considered dual greedy systems in a more general framework than antichains. A related dual greedy algorithm was proposed by Frank for a class of lattice polyhedra.
Introduction
We consider a system of linear inequalities and its associated polyhedron for which we can maximize any linear objective function by finding tight inequalities at an optimal solution in a greedy way. We call such a system of inequalities a dual greedy system and its associated polyhedron a dual greedy polyhedron. A polymatroid [3] is a typical classic example of such a dual greedy polyhedron. Furthermore, dual greedy systems have recently been considered by Faigle and Kern [4, 5] , and Krüger [13] for antichains of partially ordered sets (also see [16] ), and by Kashiwabara and Okamoto [11] for extreme points of abstract convex geometries ( [2] ). Faigle and Kern [6] also considered dual greedy systems in a more general framework than antichains. A related dual greedy algorithm was proposed by Frank [7] for a class of lattice polyhedra [10] .
In the present paper we show relationships among dual greedy systems, substitutable choice functions, and abstract convex geometries. We also examine the submodularity and facial structures of the dual greedy polyhedra determined by dual greedy systems. Furthermore, we consider an extension of the class of dual greedy polyhedra.
Dual Greedy Polyhedra
The dual greedy systems considered in [3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 16] have the following common features.
Let be a finite nonempty set with Ò . Consider For any nonnegative vector Û ¾ Ê · consider a linear programming problem:
and its dual linear programing problem:
Now, suppose that we are given a function ¾ such that for any we have (i) ´ µ and (ii) ´ µ if . We assume that ¾ and ´ µ .
Such a function is called a choice function in the literature (see, e.g., [14] ). Then, consider Procedure Dual Greedy Algorithm described as follows. 
Let Ü be a vector in È´ È´ µµ such that
where recall that is the support function of È, so that such a vector Ü exists. Since Ü´ µ ´ µ and 1 ½ ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò µ, it follows from (2.5), (2.9), and (2.10) that we have Ü´ µ ´ µ´ ½ ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò µ. That is, Ü is the dual greedy solution associated with the dual greedy basis´
In the following we assume (A3) For any Û ¾ Ê · Dual Greedy Algorithm works.
Remark 2:
The function is an extension of the set function Ê, which is a generalization of the so-called Lovász extension of a set function on ¾ . As is the case for the Lovász extension of a submodular function on ¾ , the convexity of the extension completely characterizes the primal feasibility of dual greedy solutions. Moreover, if Û is an integral vector, the coefficients in (2.5) are integers, so that under Assumptions (A0) (A3) the system (2.1) of inequalities is totally dual integral.
¾
We shall also investigate the primal feasiblity of the dual greedy solution in Section 4. In the next section we shall examine properties of the choice function .
Choice Functions and Abstract Convex Geometries
Let us call an ordering´ ½ ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò µ generated by Dual Greedy Algorithm an admissible ordering. It follows from Dual Greedy Algorithm that the set of admissible orderings´ ½ ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò µ for all nonnegative weight functions Û coincides with the set of orderings´ ½ ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò µ that can be generated by the following procedure:
For each ½ ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò do the following: Choose ¾ ´ µ and put
By restricting the choice function to we regard as a function from to .
Example 1 (Antichains of a poset) [4, 5, 6] , [13] , [1] For any partially ordered set (poset) È µ be an abstract convex geometry on with a family of closed sets, i.e., ( 
Adjacency in Dual Greedy Polyhedra
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of admissible orderings and that of dual greedy bases. Let´ ½ ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò µ be an admissible ordering. Then we have a corresponding dual greedy basis formed by (iii) The present statement follows from the proof of (ii).
¾
We say that the dual greedy basis given by (4.6) is adjacent to the dual greedy basiś ½ ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò µ. It should be noted that the set of all the dual greedy bases is connected with respect to the adjacency.
Remark 3:
The collection of all the dual greedy bases forms a shape, which was introduced and examined by Sohoni [18] . Related arguments were also made by Narayanan [15] . As shown by Sohoni [18] , a shape, the collection of all the dual greedy bases con- 
¾
As is well-known, this is equivalent to the submodularity of on ¾ . ¾
Submodularity in Dual Greedy Polyhedra
In this section we examine the structure of the set of edge vectors, which will reveal a submodularity structure behind dual greedy polyhedra. 
An Extension
In the previous sections any dual greedy polyhedron È´ µ has its characteristic cone (or recession cone) Ê . We extend the class of dual greedy polyhedra to that of polyhedra having more general characteristic cones, which has not been considered in the literature.
Consider a choice function ½ that satisfies Properties (C1) and (C2) in Lemma ¿ ½.
Also let ¾ be a choice function such that the composition ¾ ½ satisfies Properties (C1) and (C2), and let be the family of closed sets of the abstract convex geometry associated with ¾ ½ . Then, consider the following system of inequalities Ü´ ½´ µµ ´ ½´ µµ´ ¾ µ Remark 6: Note that in (7.1) is defined from ¾ ½ but not from ½ . This makes a great difference between (7.1) considered here and (2.1) in Section 2. An admissible ordering for ¾ ½ is admissible for ½ but the converse is not true in general.
¾
The following two examples show dual greedy polyhedra with unbounded faces of maximal vectors (also see Figure 2 ). where Ü´ µ denotes the set of extreme points of in the abstract convex geometrý µ. ¾
It should be noted that the choice function Û ¾ defined by (6.1) for any nonnegative weight vector Û satisfies the condition for ¾ . Hence each face of È´ µ for (2.1) gives an example for (7.1).
